GOVERNORS’ REPORT TO PARENTS

ANNUAL REPORT (Summary) FOR 2012-13

Dear Parents/Carers

As we look back on the past academic year, the first complete year as Llanwern High School,
we can all take a great deal of pride in the advancements made. The school has been in the
spotlight for many reasons and I am delighted to say that every challenge has been met and
expectations exceeded in so many areas.
The most obvious example of this has been the incredible improvement in the external
examination results. In almost all the performance measures the Welsh Government use to
consider a school’s academic performance, our students significantly exceeded the best
ever percentages attained at Hartridge. This fact shows the enormous progress the school
has made.
But a school is not just about results it is also about providing a rich and varied set of
experiences for all those who come to our school. The new facilities have allowed for a
range of opportunities to be undertaken and no one word captures the ethos of the school
more accurately than ‘awesome’. This is not the word used by either myself or the
Headteacher or indeed any member of staff but it was the one used by the students
themselves when questioned about life at Llanwern. This ‘awesome effect’ is one we are all
seeking to live up to and ensure it underpins everything we are trying to provide here at the
school.
Education is an ever changing process in which we must all play a part. As chair of the
Governing Body I am able to witness the commitment of everybody involved and wish to
record my sincere appreciation to my colleagues on the Governing Body, the
professionalism and dedication of the teachers and the invaluable support provided by the
parents. But it is the students who are at the centre of everything we do and it is to those
that I must express my thanks for their continued efforts and achievements that makes
everything so worthwhile.

Ann Lewis
Chair of Governors
The information provided within this document complies with Welsh Government guidelines

Election of Parent Governors
When a vacancy arises on the Governing Body for a parent representative, the Local
Authority will inform all parents of the vacancy and will make the necessary arrangements
for the consequent election. Every parent of a registered pupil at the school will be entitled
to stand as a candidate and to vote at the election, and will be given the opportunity to do
so. Each parent will be provided with a letter via pupil post, which will indicate eligibility to
stand, nominate and vote in elections and which will include a nomination form which
provides for a proposed nomination, seconder, acceptance of nomination and any personal
statement the nominee wishes to offer, to be returned to the school concerned by a set
date. Elections will be by secret ballot.
The next scheduled election of Parent Governor is February 2014. Nominations were
registered in October 2013 and will be requested again in February 2014.
No Governors claimed any expenses during the year.
Previous Annual Meeting
There were no meetings held during the course of the year. Should any parents wish to
request such a meeting please contact Mrs R Dobson at the school where further
information will be provided.
Pupil Attendance 2012 - 13
Attendance
Authorised Absence
Unauthorised Absence

87.2%
8.6%
4.1%

Attendance has been, and continues to be, an issue for the school despite dramatic
improvements in recent years. The school uses a variety of approaches to strive to meet the
target of 90%.
We consistently remind the pupils of the need to regularly attend but we also need parental
support if our high expectations are to be met.

Sporting Programme
Pupils and students have yet again maintained an excellent standard in sport from Year 7
right through to Year 13. This past year pupils have represented the school in a wide variety
of sports obtaining town, county and International honours.

Of particular note is the continued success of our Football Academy under the guidance of
their coach, Glyn Jones and his assistant, Danny Elliott, with three boys gaining Welsh
International honours.

A copy of the full Governors’ Report to Parents can be found on our website
www.llanwernhighschool.co.uk
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